
 

 

 

HD400 / HD410  
Passenger Cup Holder 

for the Harley-Davidson® Tour-Pak® 

 

HD400 fits 1990 thru 2013 
 

1. This cup holder is designed to mount to the right hand side of the Tour Pak lid 

below the armrest pad. It can be mounted on the left side if desired by removing 

the mounting bracket and cup ring from the main plate, turning the plate over and 

reassembling them on the opposite side of the main plate. If doing so use blue 

Loc-Tite or similar thread locker on the screws. Then proceed as follows on the 

left rather than the right side. 

 

2. Open the tour Pak lid, locate and remove the two 7/16” hex nuts which secure the 

right side of the armrest pad and retainer cord bracket to the lid.  

 

3. While holding the lid partly open, pull the armrest pad away from the lid, and 

place the slotted holes in cup holder bracket between the lid and the pad. Place the 

cord bracket back over the studs - then push the pad in firmly to expose enough of 

the threaded studs to start the nuts. Note: this may take a little aligning of the 

pieces and firm pressure on the armrest but there is enough thread on the stud to 

accommodate the cup holder’s thickness. Tighten the nuts evenly and securely. 

 

4. The cup holder will rotate or swing out from under the armrest for use and back 

under when not in use. It will accept most tapered mugs and disposable paper 

cups. Most straight (parallel) sided cans and bottles can be held as well using the 

supplied RIVCO foam can/bottle “koozie”. Squeeze the koozie and push in into 

the ring about 1/3 of the way thru so that the bottom of the RIVCO logo oval is 

even with the ring. This will hold your can/bottle securely while keeping it cold 

longer. 

 

 

HD410 fits 2014 and newer 
 
1. This cup holder is designed to mount to the right hand side of the Tour Pak 

between the armrest pad and the speaker housing. Open the Tour Pak lid and 

remove the liner. On some models there will be two 3/8 hex nuts securing the 

manual pouch to the Tour Pak’s side, these will need to be removed before the 

liner can be lifted out. 

 
2. On the right speaker housing remove the upper the upper mounting screw from 

inside the Tour Pak and loosen the two lower screws 3-4 turns. Place the cup 

holder mounting bracket between the Tour Pak and speaker housing, align the 

holes and replace the screw. Tighten all three screws securely and replace the 

liner.   

 



 

 

3. The cup holder will rotate or swing out from under the armrest for use and back 

under when not in use. It will accept most tapered mugs and disposable paper 

cups. Most straight (parallel) sided cans and bottles can be held as well using the 

supplied RIVCO foam can/bottle “koozie”. Squeeze the koozie and push in into 

the ring about 1/3 of the way thru so that the bottom of the RIVCO logo oval is 

even with the ring. This will hold your can/bottle securely while keeping it cold 

longer. 

 

Thank you for buying an American Made product from 

 

RIVCO Products, Inc. 

440 S. Pine St. 

Burlington, WI. 53105 

262-763-8222 

rivcoproducts.com 

 

To register your warranty and see many more cruiser  

and bagger accessories, please visit our website. 


